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Toy's Party OUP Oxford
The Stage 2 Biff, Chip and
Kipper Stories provide
humorous storylines to engage
and motivate children. The
popular characters and
familiar settings are brought
to life by Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous
edition but the cover notes
have been updated to support
adults in sharing the story
with the child.
Land of the Dinosaurs Oxford University Press,
USA
The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree
Songbirds phonics books are full of practical
suggestions for using the books with groups and
individuals, saving you hours of preparation time.
They have been updated in line with the simple
view of reading and the renewed Primary
Framework forLiteracy. They now include
guidance for group/guided reading,
comprehension and word recognition, and
assessment. These replace the existing Teaching
Notes and Guided Reading Cards.The storybooks
are unchanged, but notes for parents/carers and
teaching assistants have been added to the inside
covers. These notes replace the existing Take-
Home Cards.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 2: Stories: The
Toys' Party OUP Oxford
Oxford Reading Tree remains the nation's
favourite reading scheme and countless
children have learnt to read with Biff, Chip,
and Kipper. We are delighted to unveil its
fresh new look for today's children, teachers
and parents, with lively new covers and fresh
artwork.Engaging new artwork and coversAlex
Brychta's unique style of artwork enthrals and
entertains children, and the fresh new look will
heighten their pleasure in reading the stories.
With freshly drawn artwork for all the
favourite core stories at Stages 2 - 5 and
fantastic new covers, Oxford Reading Tree is
more appealing thanever!Stories children
loveThe Oxford Reading Tree stories have
always captivated children's imagination,

inspiring them to read - and the stories and
characters in the new editions haven't changed
at all. Apart, that is, from an exciting new story
at Stage 3, The Egg Hunt, which replaces the
Dolphin Pool.Simplified structureWe have also
simplified the structure of the scheme in
response to feedback from you: Owls
Storybooks become Stages 6 and 7 Storybooks;
magpies become Stages 8 and 9 Storybooks;
wrens at Stage 2 have become patterned stories
at Stage 1+; and wrens at Stage 3 are now
patterned stories at Stage 2.New teaching
support materialIn addition to the existing
guided reading cards, perfect for use in guided
reading sessions, we have brought out new
teaching materials to reflect the needs of
teachers in today's classroom:DT Flexible,
friendly teacher's notes included FREE with
each pack of Oxford Reading Tree books -
these are easy to store and will save you hours
of preparation!DT New Take-Home cards for
every Storybook from Stages 1 - 9 to help
parents or carers get the most out of reading
with their childDT Free resources website at
www.oup.com/uk/primary with downloadable
photocopy mastersDT New Teacher's
Handbook and special edition for Scotland
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: Stories: In the Garden
OUP Oxford
Readers explore the history of espionage through war
and cold war peace. Meet the famous and the
infamous agents and double agents, infiltrate the FBI,
CIA, and KGB and follow the evolution of the tools
of the trade, including industrial spying and
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: Stories:
Group/Guided Reading Notes OUP Oxford
The Stage 2 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage and
motivate children. The popular characters and
familiar settings are brought to life by
Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories
are unchanged from the previous edition but
the cover notes have been updated to support
adults in sharing the story with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 8: More
Storybooks A Pocket Money OUP Oxford
First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper
introduce your child to new situations
through entertaining and sensitively written
stories. Each story is packed with facts
and humour, making them perfect for
reading together. Have you ever had to go
to the hospital? In this story Chip hurts his
leg training for a football match.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: More
Stories A: The Go-kart Race OUP Oxford
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage and
motivate children. The popular characters and

familiar settings are brought to life by Roderick
Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous edition but the
cover notes have been updated to support
adults in sharing the story with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: More
Storybooks C Teaching Notes OUP Oxford
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage and
motivate children. The popular characters and
familiar settings are brought to life by
Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories
are unchanged from the previous edition but
the cover notes have been updated to support
adults in sharing the story with the child.
Kipper and the Giant Oxford University
Press, USA
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper
Stories provide humorous storylines to
engage and motivate children. The
popular characters and familiar settings
are brought to life by Roderick Hunt
and Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous edition
but the cover notes have been updated
to support adults in sharing the story
with the child.
Kipper's Diary OUP Oxford
The teaching notes for the Oxford
Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper
books are full of practical suggestions
for using the storybooks, saving you
hours of preparation time. They have
been updated in line with the simple
view of reading and the renewed
Primary Framework for Literacy. They
nowinclude guidance for group/guided
reading, comprehension and word
recognition, and assessment. These
replace the existing Teaching Notes
and Guided Reading Cards.The
storybooks are unchanged, but notes
for parents/carers and teaching
assistants have been added to the
inside covers. These notes replace the
existing Take-Home Cards.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 2: Stories:
New Trainers Turtleback Books
The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading
Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of
practical suggestions for using the
storybooks, saving you hours of
preparation time. They have been updated
in line with the simple view of reading and
the renewed Primary Framework for
Literacy. They nowinclude guidance for
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group/guided reading, comprehension and
word recognition, and assessment. These
replace the existing Teaching Notes and
Guided Reading Cards.The storybooks are
unchanged, but notes for parents/carers
and teaching assistants have been added
to the inside covers. These notes replace
the existing Take-Home Cards.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6 and 7:
Storybooks the Outing OUP Oxford
Written by top children's authors such as
award-winning Gillian Cross, Malachy Doyle
and Pippa Goodhart Snapdragons are
fabulously illustrated with various writing
styles and fonts to make reading enjoyable for
all your infant readers. They provides a wide
range of picture books for children aged 3-9.
Easy-to-use reading notes for parents/carers
are included on the inside cover of each book.
This book is also available as part of a mixed
pack of 6 different books or a class pack of 36
books of the same Oxford Reading Tree
stage. Each book pack comes with a free
copy of invaluable teaching notes.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: Stories:
The Outing OUP Oxford
The teaching notes for the Oxford
Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper
books are full of practical suggestions
for using the storybooks, saving you
hours of preparation time. They have
been updated in line with the simple
view of reading and the renewed
Primary Framework for Literacy. They
nowinclude guidance for group/guided
reading, comprehension and word
recognition, and assessment. These
replace the existing Teaching Notes
and Guided Reading Cards.The
storybooks are unchanged, but notes
for parents/carers and teaching
assistants have been added to the
inside covers. These notes replace the
existing Take-Home Cards.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6 and 7:
Storybooks in the Garden Oxford University
Press, USA
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage and
motivate children. The popular characters and
familiar settings are brought to life by
Roderick Hunt and Alex Brychta. The stories
are unchanged from the previous edition but
the cover notes have been updated to support
adults in sharing the story with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 2: Stories:
The Dream Oxford University Press, USA
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage
and motivate children. The popular
characters and familiar settings are
brought to life by Roderick Hunt and Alex
Brychta. The stories are unchanged from
the previous edition but the cover notes
have been updated to support adults in
sharing the story with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: Stories:

Robin Hood Oxford University Press,
USA
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper
Stories provide humorous storylines to
engage and motivate children. The
popular characters and familiar settings
are brought to life by Roderick Hunt
and Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous edition
but the cover notes have been updated
to support adults in sharing the story
with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 2: Stories:
The Go-kart OUP Oxford
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories
provide humorous storylines to engage
and motivate children. The popular
characters and familiar settings are
brought to life by Roderick Hunt and Alex
Brychta. The stories are unchanged from
the previous edition but the cover notes
have been updated to support adults in
sharing the story with the child.
Robin Hood OUP Oxford
The Stage 2 Biff, Chip and Kipper
Stories provide humorous storylines to
engage and motivate children. The
popular characters and familiar settings
are brought to life by Roderick Hunt
and Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous edition
but the cover notes have been updated
to support adults in sharing the story
with the child.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6: More
Stories A: A Fright in the Night Oxford
University Press, USA
The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading
Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of
practical suggestions for using the storybooks,
saving you hours of preparation time. They
have been updated in line with the simple
view of reading and the renewed Primary
Framework for Literacy. They nowinclude
guidance for group/guided reading,
comprehension and word recognition, and
assessment. These replace the existing
Teaching Notes and Guided Reading
Cards.The storybooks are unchanged, but
notes for parents/carers and teaching
assistants have been added to the inside
covers. These notes replace the existing Take-
Home Cards.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 6:
Stories: Kipper and the Giant OUP
Oxford
The Stage 6 Biff, Chip and Kipper
Stories provide humorous storylines to
engage and motivate children. The
popular characters and familiar settings
are brought to life by Roderick Hunt
and Alex Brychta. The stories are
unchanged from the previous edition
but the cover notes have been updated
to support adults in sharing the story

with the child.
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